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Local Doctor Drew Sarka Pursues Artistic Passion and It Pays Off  

Colorado’s Premier Western Artist Exhibits at Three Local Shows and Galleries in March 

DENVER, Co., Mar. 1, 2016 – Family doctor by day and artist by night, Drew Sarka, is 
letting the beauty of the Colorado outdoors fuel his artistic passion—and it’s paying off. 
Throughout the month of March, art aficionados can find his work at three local shows 
and galleries in the Denver Metro area.  

The Colorado Artist’s Guild (CAG) Members Show, 6th Annual Equine Art in the Park 
show and Light Rail Gallery will feature several of Sarka’s representational masterpieces 
this month. Colorado Artists’ Guild’s 88th Annual Members Show will exhibit Sarka’s work 
March 2-27 at the Bemis Public Library. Sarka’s “Dressed for Work” and “At the Peak” oil 
paintings will be on display and open to the public.  

Likewise, the 6th Annual Equine Art in the Park show at the National Western Complex 
will feature Sarka’s “Seeking Shade” and “Mother and Daughter” paintings from March 
11-13. An artist’s reception on Saturday, March 12 at 4:30 p.m. will gather local equine 
enthusiasts together for a meet and greet event. Finally, March is the last month of a 
three-month long installation at Light Rail Gallery in Arvada where six of Sarka’s works 
are on display and available for purchase.  

“I’m thrilled to be exhibiting my work alongside some of Colorado’s best artists this 
month,” said Drew Sarka, Colorado artist. “It’s humbling to be a part of such an 
extensive network of Colorado art leaders and businesses who appreciate my passion 
and support authentic Colorado art.”   

When he’s not caring for patients, Sarka dedicates his time to perfecting his artistic 
abilities. Using a checklist of artistic principles, he uses a critical eye and methodological 
approach that turns out to be to the art buyer’s benefit. The result: colorful oil paintings 
that capture the simplicity of Colorado life, bringing a sense of calm.  

All works on display at the three galleries and shows are inspired by the Colorado 
outdoors and equine life. For a complete list of upcoming and past shows and 
exhibitions, visit http://www.drewsarkapaints.com/shows-exhibitions/.   
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Drew Sarka, a family doctor at Aurora Family Practice Group, creates representational 
oil paintings that capture his life experiences and showcase the beauty of what 
Colorado has to offer. From majestic mountainscapes to delicate florals to playful 
children twirling on a tire swing, Sarka is known for translating genuine, honest 
experiences onto the canvas. His choice of color and placement of light, shadow and 
form bring out his signature textural composition. Drew’s work has appeared in more 
than 30 art galleries and shows across the U.S. For more information, connect with him 
on Facebook and at www.drewsarkapaints.com.  
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